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ABSTRACT: Ocean heat content (OHC) is one of the most relevant metrics tracking the current global heating. There-
fore, simulated OHC time series are a cornerstone for assessing the scientific performance of Earth system models
and global climate models. Here we present a detailed analysis of OHC change in simulations of the historical climate
(1850–2014) performed with two pairs of CMIP6 models: U.K. Earth SystemModel 1 (UKESM1.0) and HadGEM3-GC3.1-LL,
and CNRM-ESM2-1 and CNRM-CM6-1. The small number of models enables us to analyze OHC change globally and for
individual ocean basins, making use of a novel ensemble of observational products. For the top 700 m of the global ocean,
the two CNRM models reproduce the observed OHC change since the 1960s closely. The two U.K. models (UKESM1.0-LL
and HadGEM3-GC3.1-LL) compensate a lack of warming in the 0–700 m layer in the 1970s and 1980s with warming below
2000 m. The observed warming between 700 and 2000 m is substantially underestimated by all models. An increased rele-
vance for ocean heat uptake in the Atlantic after 1991}suggested by observations}is picked up by the U.K. models but
less so by the CNRM models, probably related to an AMOC strengthening in the U.K. models. The regional ocean heat
uptake characteristics differ even though all four models share the same ocean component (NEMO ORCA1). Differences
in the simulated global, full-depth OHC time series can be attributed to differences in the model’s total effective radiative
forcing.

KEYWORDS: Ocean circulation; Climate change; Radiative forcing; Climate models; General circulation models;
Anthropogenic effects/forcing

1. Introduction

Ocean heat content (OHC) is one of the most relevant metrics
for tracking the rate of global climate change; it is arguably more
relevant than surface temperature (von Schuckmann et al. 2016).
Approximately 89% of the Earth energy imbalance between
1971 and 2018 is stored in the global ocean (von Schuckmann
et al. 2020), raising its heat content. Changes and variability in
OHC closely track Earth’s energy imbalance (Meyssignac et al.
2019; Palmer andMcNeall 2014). We define OHC as the integral
over a volume of water multiplied by the density and the specific
heat capacity (details below), and ocean heat uptake (OHU) as
the change of the global OHC with time.

Observations of global OHC from the recent decades show
a clear upward trend. The global ocean has been warming
since at least the 1960s, with an acceleration in the rate of
OHU since the 1990s (Cheng et al. 2017, 2020; Ishii et al.

2017; Levitus et al. 2012). Before the 1960s the underlying ob-
servations of ocean temperature are spatially and temporally
very sparse, resulting in large uncertainties (Abraham et al.
2013; Palmer 2017). New reconstructions of global OHC that
use estimates of ocean circulation to propagate surface tem-
perature anomalies into the ocean interior suggest global
ocean heat gain since the beginning of the twentieth century
(Gebbie and Huybers 2019; Zanna et al. 2019).

Individual simulations of the historical climate with climate
and Earth system models do not consistently trace the OHC
observations within their uncertainty range. The models used
for phase 5 of the Climate Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5; Flato et al. 2013) display a wide range of OHC
change in the upper 700 m over the latter part of the twentieth
century (Cheng et al. 2016; Gleckler et al. 2016), ranging from
30 to 280 ZJ for the period 1971–2005 (Flato et al. 2013, their
Fig. 9.17), with three different observations-based time series
indicating between 100 and 120 ZJ (1 ZJ 5 1021J). One of the
possible reasons for this wide spread is the varying vertical
stratification in the model oceans, linked to the capacity for
downward heat transport (Kuhlbrodt and Gregory 2012). At
the same time, the CMIP5 multimodel mean (Gleckler et al.
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2016) and multimodel median (Cheng et al. 2016) are close to
the observed trend in OHC over the late twentieth century,
lending confidence that there is no systematic OHU bias in
the CMIP5 models. A first analysis of the 1971–2014 heat up-
take in the CMIP6 models (Eyring et al. 2021, Fig. 3.26) sug-
gests that for the 0–700 m layer the model ensemble spread
(90% probability) is comparable to the spread in an ensemble
of observations, with the model ensemble mean close to the
observational ensemble mean as in CMIP5. However, for
the 700–2000 m layer the CMIP6 models tend to underesti-
mate OHU, and the model spread is much wider than the ob-
servational spread.

In this paper we assess the global and the basinwise OHC
change of four models used in CMIP6 (Eyring et al. 2016): U.K.
Earth System Model 1 (UKESM1.0), HadGEM3 GC3.1-LL,
CNRM-ESM2-1, and CNRM-CM6-1. The global perspective
serves as a powerful model metric and ensures comparability
of the results presented here with other CMIP6 models. The
basinwise, or regional, perspective allows for a deeper un-
derstanding of the model processes in comparison to the
observations.

2. Models and data

a. Employed models

In the following we give a brief description of the models
used in this study. HadGEM3 GC3.1 is the state-of-the-art
U.K. Met Office global coupled climate model (Williams et al.
2018). The component models of HadGEM3 are the Unified
Model (UM) for the atmosphere, Nucleus for European
Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) for the ocean, CICE for the
sea ice, and the Joint U.K. Land Environment Simulator
(JULES) model for land surface processes. The components
interact through the OASIS3-Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT)
coupler. The low-resolution configuration used in this study is
HadGEM3 GC3.1-LL (Kuhlbrodt et al. 2018). With its nomi-
nal resolution of 135 km in the atmosphere and 18 in the
ocean it was specifically developed for forming the physical
core of the U.K. Earth System Model, UKESM1.0. The lower
resolution of HadGEM3 GC3.1-LL gives adequate computa-
tional efficiency for an Earth system model while ensuring
comprehensive traceability with the higher resolution versions
of HadGEM3 GC3.1.

UKESM1.0 (within CMIP6: UKESM1.0-LL) is a new, com-
prehensive Earth system model (ESM) comprising both physi-
cal and biogeochemical aspects of the Earth’s atmosphere,
ocean, cryosphere and land systems (Sellar et al. 2019). The
physical core, HadGEM3 GC3.1-LL, is extended through the
addition of ocean and land biogeochemistry and interactive
stratospheric-tropospheric trace gas chemistry. A large number
of couplings between the Earth system model components mean
that UKESM1.0 is currently the most process-comprehensive
ESM in CMIP6.

Similarly, CNRM-CM6-1 is the CNRM-CERFACS global
climate model (Voldoire et al. 2019) physical core, which is the
base for the ESM version, CNRM-ESM2-1. CNRM-CM6-1
is composed of ARPEGE-Climate v6 for the atmosphere;

Surface Externalisée (SURFEX), version 8, for the land sur-
face; NEMO v3.6 for the ocean; and Global Experimental
Leads and Ice for Atmosphere and Ocean (GELATO),
version 6, for the sea ice. As for HadGEM3 GC3.1, the com-
ponents are coupled using OASIS3-MCT, the atmospheric
resolution is 140 km, and the ocean is 18. CNRM-ESM2-1
(Séférian et al. 2019) is an extension of CNRM-CM6-1 that in-
cludes interactive aerosols representation, a stratospheric
chemistry scheme as well as carbon fluxes between all compo-
nents, through land and ocean biogeochemistry. In the following
we will use the term “CNRM models” for CNRM-ESM2-1
and CNRM-CM6-1, and “U.K. models” for UKESM1.0 and
HadGEM3GC3.1-LL.

We use the ensembles of CMIP6 historical simulations
from these four models for our analysis, pointing out that the
number of ensemble members varies greatly across the mod-
els: it is 16 for UKESM1.0, 4 for GC3.1-LL, 10 for CNRM-
ESM2-1, and 30 for CNRM-CM6-1. For an individual model,
each historical simulation was branched off from the piControl
simulation at a specific year, ensuring that each individual his-
torical simulation has different initial conditions. The method
of choosing the branching-off years varies across models as de-
tailed in the documentation of these experiments (Andrews
et al. 2020; Sellar et al. 2019; Voldoire et al. 2019).

b. Traceability between the ocean components

All four models studied in the present paper use the same
ocean model, NEMO3.6, in the same shaconemo eORCA1
configuration (Boucher et al. 2020) with only few differences
between the U.K. and the CNRM models regarding parame-
terizations and parameter settings.

The sea surface temperature (SST) biases in the piControl
simulation (Fig. 1) across the models show similarities and dif-
ferences. In the Atlantic basin, the four bias patterns are fairly
similar, with a cold bias in the northwest Atlantic (a known
feature of 18 grids; Griffies et al. 2016) and the long-standing
warm bias in the eastern South Atlantic (Zuidema et al.
2016). In the Pacific, the equatorial and subtropical cold
biases are found in all models. However, the warm bias linked
to upwelling in the eastern subtropical basins are more
marked in the CNRM models, especially in CNRM-ESM2-1,
than in the U.K. models. The eastern subtropical basin SST
bias in CNRM-CM6-1 has been shown to be related to a lack
of low-cloud (Brient et al. 2019) and the bias increase in the
ESM version is due to a reduced aerosols loading and subse-
quent reduced masking effect (Séférian et al. 2019). The
global zonally averaged temperature bias (Fig. 2) shows again
some common features and some differences. All models
have a cold bias in the top 200 m (coming mainly from the
Pacific) and in the Arctic Ocean. The warm bias between
200 and 1000 m is more pronounced in the U.K. models. We will
see later that this intermediate depth warm bias in the U.K. mod-
els is located in the North Atlantic (section 5), and that the U.K.
models tend to have overly strong heat uptake in the Atlantic in
the historical simulations (section 4). In the high-latitude
Southern Ocean there is a warm bias below 1000 m in the
CNRM models (again clearly stronger in CNRM-ESM2-1)
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and in HadGEM3-GC3.1-LL, but not in UKESM1.0 which in-
stead displays a cold bias below 3000 m. All four models show
a warm bias in the intermediate depth subtropical Southern
Ocean, around 308S and 500 m depth. This is probably a result
of too strong wind-driven downwelling, or downwelling of too
warm waters, in the regions north of the Antarctic Circumpo-
lar Current (ACC).

Table 1 gives an overview of the differences in the configu-
ration of NEMO ORCA1 between the U.K. models and the
CNRM models. The main differences between the U.K. and
the CNRM configurations of ORCA1 concern dianeutral mixing
parameterizations. The CNRM models use the Fox–Kemper
scheme for parameterizing submesoscale mixed layer eddies,
and a new parameterization for dianeutral mixing induced by
internal waves. The U.K. models employ an asymmetrical (re-
garding the equator) latitudinal variation of the penetration
depth of turbulent kinetic energy beyond the mixed layer. All
these differences will affect the dianeutral heat transport, as is
known at least from short sensitivity experiments (Kuhlbrodt
et al. 2018). Conducting sensitivity experiments to assess their
effect on global OHU is a large undertaking because (i) the in-
volved dianeutral processes have a long time scale and hence
long experiments are needed, and (ii) any change in parame-
ters and parameterizations may affect the background circulation
state and the stratification, and hence new baseline (piControl)
simulations would be necessary. It would have been beyond the
scope of this study to do such experiments. For this reason,
we cannot exclude the possibility of these parameterization

differences on the model’s OHU characteristics. However, in this
study we present evidence that the radiative forcing and its com-
ponents have a major effect on OHU in the models, and we indi-
cate links between biases in the model background state and its
OHU characteristics.

c. Ocean heat content and observational datasets

From the model simulations, ocean heat content in a vol-
ume of water B is calculated as

OHCB(t) 5 Cp.0 ∑
x, y, z2B

u[x , y , z(t), t]V[x , y , z(t), t],

where u is the potential temperature in an individual grid cell,
and V is its volume. The heat capacity Cp 5 3991.868 J kg21 K21

and the reference density of seawater r0 5 1026 kg m23 are con-
stants in NEMO as used for these CMIP6 simulations. The sum-
mation over the grid cells uses the time-varying cell thickness z(t)
in NEMO ORCA1. The summation volume B could be the en-
tire World Ocean (WO), an ocean basin, or a specific layer.
OHU is simply defined as the change in OHC relative to a given
initial value, for instance, the increase in OHC since 1991, diag-
nosed in 2014.

Time series of global OHC change in the upper 2000 m
are estimated based on five different ocean temperature data-
sets, as shown in Table 2. We note that spatiotemporal sam-
pling is different in observations (near-instantaneous point
measurements) and models (full temporal sampling of box
volume averages) and therefore observations are subject to

FIG. 1. Annual mean SST biases of the four models against ESA Climate Change Initiative (CCI) observations
(Merchant et al. 2014). Shown are average annual means of the first 100 years of the piControl simulations. The
bias in this and the next figure is calculated against present-day observations because observations from the
mid-nineteenth century with global coverage are not available.
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substantial sampling noise (e.g., Allison et al. 2019). Following
Palmer et al. (2021), we construct an ensemble estimate of ob-
served OHC change, relative to a 2005–14 baseline period, for
the 0–700 and 700–2000 m layers using all available time series
as indicated in Table 2. We apply a 3-yr running mean to all
time series for the 0–700 and 700–2000 m layers to reduce
sampling noise, and the resultant time series used in our en-
semble estimates are identical to those assessed by IPCC
AR6 (Gulev et al. 2021). The Palmer et al. (2021) approach
combines an estimate of structural uncertainty, based on
the standard deviation of the ensemble spread, with the
maximum internal/parametric uncertainty (i.e., the uncertainty
specified by each dataset originator) across the ensemble
to estimate the total uncertainty. Structural and internal
uncertainty are assumed to be independent and combined

in quadrature to estimate the total uncertainty. Central
estimate time series for each layer are constructed from the
ensemble average and have the advantage of reducing sam-
pling noise compared to individual datasets (Gulev et al.
2021). Further information on the 0–700 and 700–2000 m
ensemble OHC change estimates is available in the sup-
plementary material (Figs. S1 and S2 in the online
supplemental material). For the observational estimates of
global OHC below 2000 m we assume a linear increase in
OHC of 1.15 6 0.57 ZJ yr21 from 1992 onward, following
Purkey and Johnson (2010), and von Schuckmann et al.
(2020).

In much of the following analysis, we use the ocean basins
as employed by the NCEI (Boyer et al. 2018; Levitus et al.
2012; Locarnini et al. 2019) and displayed in Fig. 3. NCEI

FIG. 2. Zonal mean temperature biases of the four models against WOA18 observations (Locarnini et al. 2018).
Shown are average annual means of the first 100 years of the piControl simulations. Simulation data and observations
were projected onto the same regular grid prior to the subtraction for calculating the bias.
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have partitioned the global ocean in six basins: North Atlantic
(NA), north Indian (NI), North Pacific (NP), South Atlantic
(SA), south Indian (SI), and South Pacific (SP). The boundary
between the northern and southern basins is the equator.
Time series of monthly ocean heat content for all NCEI
basins were downloaded from the NCEI website.1 Similar ba-
sin time series were provided by L. Cheng (2019, personal
communication) for the Cheng et al. (2017) dataset (Table 2).
These data products were used to estimate the total uncer-
tainty for basin ocean heat content changes, for the time peri-
ods 1971–91 and 1991–2014, following the approach of Palmer
et al. (2021). The method for calculating the ensemble mean
and the error of the basinwise OHC is the same as for the
global time series (see also detail in section 4).

In addition to observational time series of OHC change we
also make use of vertical profiles of temperature change based
on the NCEI, EN4, and Cheng et al. datasets. While for the
NCEI data basinwise averages are provided, spatially com-
plete monthly gridded fields of ocean temperature for EN4
and Cheng were used to generate decadal averages for the pe-
riods 1965–74 and 2005–14. These were combined with the
NCEI ocean basin masks to provide spatially averaged verti-
cal profiles of ocean temperature for each decade, from which
changes could be assessed (see section 5 for more details).

d. Drift in the preindustrial control runs

In control runs of climate and Earth system models some
variables tend to be nonstationary, a phenomenon referred to
as “drift” (Sen Gupta et al. 2013; Hobbs et al. 2016; Irving
et al. 2021; Séférian et al. 2016). Specifically, in a preindustrial
control simulation (piControl) with near-zero radiative forc-
ing of the Earth system the global OHC should be nearly

constant, but often a trend is found instead. Partly this stems
from the finite length of the simulations, and hence ongoing
internal adjustments of the oceanic temperature and salinity
fields to the surface fluxes and interior mixing processes, but
it can also reflect issues with energy conservation in the mod-
els (Hobbs et al. 2016; Irving et al. 2021). For these reasons,
we briefly discuss the piControl drift in the four models of this
study along with the chosen detrending methods, noting that
simple forms of drift correction are adequate to remove any
issues of nonconservation or ongoing adjustment in climate
model simulations (Hobbs et al. 2016).

The drift in globally integrated OHC for the four models is
plotted by depth layer in Fig. 4. For the global ocean as a
whole (Fig. 4d), UKESM1.0 is the only model that cools,
while the other three are warming up at varying degrees. In
the abyssal layer (2000 m–bottom; Fig. 4c) the picture is simi-
lar to the full global ocean. In the intermediate layer, however
(700–2000 m; Fig. 4b), UKESM1.0 does not show a clear
trend while in the top 700 m (Fig. 4a) it is cooling again. Con-
versely, CNRM-ESM2-1 (red lines) warms up in the lower
layers, but not in the top 700 m. The marked difference in
drift between UKESM1.0 and GC3.1-LL is explained by the
different spinup histories of these two models (Menary et al.
2018; Yool et al. 2020). GC3.1-LL was spun up as a coupled
model for about 700 years, while UKESM1.0 was spun up in
an ocean-only configuration for over 5000 years, followed by
1000 years of a coupled spinup.

In the upper two layers, 0–700 and 700–2000 m, there are
clear signs of decadal and centennial variability. The two
CNRM models have centennial variability with a phase of
about 180 years, more clearly seen in 700–2000 m. UKESM1.0
meanwhile shows a mixed signal of decadal and centennial
variability mostly in the 0–700 m layer.

In the CNRM models (amber, red) the drift is positive in the
piControl simulations. In the 0–700 and 0–2000 m layers, the

TABLE 1. Comparison of the NEMO3.6 ORCA1 configurations in the U.K. models and in the CNRM models. A centered entry (e.g.
1000 m2 s21 for the isoneutral mixing coefficient) applies to both sets of models identically.

Setting or parameterization U.K. models CNRM models

Coupling frequency 3 h 1 h
Time step 45 min 30 min
Horizontal viscosity 20 000 m2 s21

Vertical variation of horizontal viscosity Yes
Fox–Kemper scheme for mixed layer

eddy parameterization
No Yes

Parameterization of mesoscale eddies Held and Larichev (1996)
Isoneutral mixing coefficient 1000 m2 s21

Vertical mixing scheme TKE-dependent vertical diffusion TKE plus internal wave-induced mixing
parameterization of de Lavergne,
including tidal

Geothermal heat flux climatology Goutorbe et al. (2011)
Lateral boundary condition for

momentum
Free slip

Penetration of TKE below the mixed
layer

TKE source below mixed layer (nn_etau51)

Latitudinal variation of TKE penetration
below the mixed layer

Asymmetrical with regard to the equator
(nn_htau 5 4)

Symmetrical with regard to the equator
(nn_htau 5 1)

1 https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/access/global-ocean-heat-content/
basin_heat_data_monthly.html.
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drift is weak during the first 200 years, then it rises abruptly in
the CNRM-CM6-1 version and more progressively, and with
some centennial variability, in CNRM-ESM2-1. The full-depth
OHC drift in the ESM version is ;600 ZJ in 500 years, equiva-
lent to ;0.10 W m22, and is larger in the CNRM-CM6-1 ver-
sion. The drift in the 0–700 m layer is smaller than in
UKESM1.0, whereas it is larger than in UKESM1.0 in the 700–
2000 m layer. Overall, the differences in global OHC drift be-
tween the models indicate significant differences in vertical heat
transport.

We note that for all models the trend in global full-depth
OHC in the piControl simulations, expressed as the equiva-
lent net TOA radiation imbalance (Table 3), is significantly
smaller than the OHC trend in the early twenty-first century
(about10.7 W m22; Johnson et al. 2016).

For the subsequent analysis we subtracted the long-term
drift and variability from each historical simulation individu-
ally, and for each layer individually, by estimating the trend
from the matching section of the piControl. We show in the
appendix that varying the degree of the polynomial used for
detrending in most cases has a small impact on global OHU

values. For individual basins the effect is not negligible
though. We choose quadratic detrending for all four models
because of the nonlinear drift, that is, the significant multide-
cadal and centennial variability in the piControl (Fig. 4). The
historical ensemble mean was calculated from these de-
trended time series.

3. Global ocean heat uptake

The temporal evolution of the global OHC in the CMIP6
historical simulations from the four models, together with the
ensemble of OHC observations (section 2c), is plotted in
Fig. 5. In the 0–700 m layer (Fig. 5b), OHC in the two CNRM
ensemble means (yellow and red) is within the observational
error while the U.K. models (light blue and dark blue) show
virtually no warming between 1970 and 1993 and a too-strong
warming afterward. Strikingly, in the 700–2000 m layer all
four model ensembles warm substantially too little (CNRM)
or basically not at all (U.K.). In the 2000 m–bottom layer the
CNRM models display a relatively realistic warming rate
while the U.K. models warm too strongly throughout. The re-
sult for the total global OHC time series (Fig. 5e) is that the
U.K. models and CNRM-CM6-1 are slightly outside the ob-
servational uncertainty around 1970 because of a too-small
warming rate, whereas CNRM-ESM2-1 displays warming
within the observational uncertainty throughout. In the U.K.
models we find substantial bias compensation between either
the too-small warming (before 1991) or the too-large warming
(after 1991) in the 0–700 m layer; the unrealistic cooling in
the 700–2000 m layer; and the too-strong warming in the
2000 m–bottom layer. In the CNRM models, the three layers
appear much closer to the observational ensemble mean.

For the well-observed period of 2006–16, estimates of full-
depth global OHC change show good correspondence with
annual variations in the TOA energy budget (Meyssignac et al.
2019), as expected from climate model simulations (Palmer
and McNeall 2014). The differences between the CNRM
models and the U.K. models equally appear in the TOA net
radiation time series (Fig. 5a) where the CNRM models have
a larger net TOA radiation budget in the 1970s and 1980s
while it is smaller than in the U.K. models after 1991.

TABLE 2. Observations-based datasets used in this OHC study.

Dataset
abbreviation Reference Notes

EN4 Good et al. (2013) with updates; version 4.2.1 with
XBT bias corrections applied (Gouretski and
Reseghetti 2010)

Used in 0–700 m ensemble time series
Data available at https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/

hadobs/en4/
NCEI Levitus et al. (2012) with updates Used in 0–700 and 700–2000 m ensemble time series

Data available at https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/access/
global-ocean-heat-content/

ISH Ishii et al. (2017) Used in 0–700 and 700–2000 m ensemble time series
Data available at https://climate.mri-jma.go.jp/pub/

ocean/ts/v7.3.1/
CHG Cheng et al. (2017) with updates Used in 0–700 and 700–2000 m ensemble time series

Data available at http://www.ocean.iap.ac.cn
DOM Domingues et al. (2008) Used in 0–700 m ensemble time series

FIG. 3. Partition of the World Ocean into basins following the
NCEI dataset. The Arctic is part of the NA basin. Some marginal
seas are disregarded (“n/a”), e.g., the Mediterranean and the
Hudson Bay.
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FIG. 4. Time series of global OHC anomaly in the piControl of UKESM1.0, GC3.1, CNRM-
CM6-1, and CNRM-ESM2-1 for the layers (a) 0–700 m, (b) 700–2000 m, (c) 2000 m–bottom,
and (d) 0 m–bottom.
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As mentioned above, residual sampling noise can introduce
spurious annual-to-decadal variability into observation-based
estimates of OHC change (Allison et al. 2019). In addition,
processes of internal climate variability will have an imprint
on observations that the simulations do not necessarily cap-
ture. Therefore, we might expect some mismatch between
observations and model simulations on these time scales.
However, this cannot account for the discrepancies seen in
the simulated multidecadal trends.

In the observational ensemble mean (Figs. 5b,e) and
some of the simulations we note a marked loss of OHC
from about 1962 to 1969 in the 0–700 m layer and for the
global total, before the beginning of the consistent OHC
warming trend that lasts throughout the present. It seems
likely that the OHC loss in the 1960s is caused by the aero-
sol radiative forcing becoming more negative in that time
(see Fig. 6 further below).

The observed rate of global heat uptake in the 0–700 m
layer appears to notably drop off after the year 2004 (Fig. 5b),
marking a phase of reduced OHU in the 0–700 m layer in
some regions and a shift of heat from the Pacific to the Indian
due to internal variability in the climate system (Liu et al.
2016; Gastineau et al. 2019). The simulation ensemble means
do not capture this phase of regionally reduced upper-ocean
heat uptake since their internal variability is in general not in
phase with the real climate system.

We highlight two individual simulations here and will ana-
lyze them in more detail in section 5. One simulation from the
UKESM1.0 ensemble, labeled r17, shows an OHC time series
that more closely matches observations (teal lines in Fig. 5) in
the 0–700 m, 2000 m–bottom, and full ocean layers than the
other members of the ensemble. It is remarkable that r17
warms more than the UKESM1.0 ensemble mean in the 0–700
m layer (before 1991), but less than the ensemble in 2000 m–bot-
tom. From the CNRM-CM6-1 ensemble, by contrast, r4 (brown
lines) stands out for a particular poor performance, with very little
OHC before 1991 (like the U.K. models) and a marked cooling
in the 700–2000 m layer until the year 2000.

What are the reasons for the varying rate of OHU in the
four models in the historical simulations? The different mag-
nitudes of the net TOA radiation (Fig. 5a) indicate a role for
the radiative forcing. We investigate the available time series
of the total effective radiative forcing (ERF) and its compo-
nents (Fig. 6) for CNRM-CM6-1, HadGEM-GC3.1-LL and
UKESM1.0. For CNRM-CM6-1 and HadGEM-GC3.1-LL,
we have used the CMIP6 Radiative Forcing Model Intercom-
parison Project (RFMIP) experiments piClim-histall, piClim-
histghg, piClim-histnat, and piClim-histaer (Pincus et al. 2016).
For UKESM1.0-LL and CNRM-ESM2-1, these experiments
are not available. However, for UKESM1.0-LL we obtained
an approximation of the aerosol ERF from the difference

between the atmosphere-only AerChemMIP experiments
histSST-piAer and histSST (Collins et al. 2017).

Figure 6a reveals that the total ERF is smaller in GC3.1
than in CNRM-CM6-1 between 1960 and 1991, but much
larger afterward. The next three panels in Fig. 6 explore the
processes behind the differences in the total ERF. The green-
house gas ERF (Fig. 6b) is clearly larger in GC3.1-LL than in
CNRM-CM6-1 for most of the time. The negative aerosol
ERF (Fig. 6d) is stronger in the U.K. models than in CNRM-
CM6-1 between about 1950 and 1990. The natural forcing
(Fig. 6c) is more negative in GC3.1-LL than in CNRM-CM6-1
from 1960 to 1993 due to a larger sensitivity to volcanic aero-
sols. For both models, the natural forcing is adjusted to give a
net zero ERF in the time average, taking into account short
phases of strongly negative forcing in response to volcano
eruptions (Andrews et al. 2019). Because the volcano forcing
is more negative in GC3.1-LL, the natural forcing during
other times is more positive to compensate (up to about
0.3 W m22 before 1960).

To picture the effect of the different total ERF across the
models, we applied the total ERF time series to a two-layer en-
ergy balance model (EBM; Geoffroy et al. 2013) which we fitted
to the full models using an abrupt 23 CO2 experiment for each
model respectively. (This experiment was used rather than the
abrupt 4 3 CO2 experiment because it is closest to historical
simulations in term of warming magnitude.) The EBM parame-
ters l, C, C0, «, and g were determined to be 0.69 W m22 K21,
9.1W yrm22 K21, 76W yrm22 K21, and 1.31 and 0.58Wm22 K21

for GC3.1-LL; and 0.90 W m22 K21, 6.4 W yr m22 K21,
84 W yr m22 K21, and 1.5 and 0.81 W m22 K21 for CNRM-
CM6-1. We note that EBM parameters are sensitive to the
choice of the experiment used for the calibration.

Figure 6e shows the evolution of the deep ocean tempera-
ture simulated by the EBM. This deep ocean temperature
evolution should picture roughly the ocean heat content evo-
lution. The two solid lines indicate the EBM for CNRM-
CM6-1 (yellow) and for GC3.1-LL (cyan) each forced with the
total ERF time series from GC3.1-LL. The fact that these two
lines are very close throughout the simulated time, and the
fact that for the 1960s and 1970s a decrease in deep ocean tem-
perature is simulated, strongly suggests that the total ERF
time series from GC3.1-LL leads to an ocean heat loss irre-
spective of details of the GCM (as represented by the fitted
EBM). The dashed lines indicate that, conversely, either EBM
fit being forced by the total ERF from CNRM-CM6-1 does
not lead to a mid-twentieth-century heat loss. Thus, from
Fig. 6e it is clear that the GC3.1-LL ERF leads to a zero or
negative OHC trend from 1960 to 1991 and large OHC trend
afterward compared to the CNRM-CM6-1 ERF irrespective
of the model formulation. In other words, there are strong in-
dications that the absence of warming between 1960 and 1991

TABLE 3. Long-term (500 years) global OHC trend (over full depth) in the piControl simulations, expressed as the equivalent net
TOA radiation imbalance eqRTOA.

Model UKESM1.0 HadGEM3-GC3.1 CNRM-ESM2-1 CNRM-CM6-1

eqRTOA (W m22) 20.07 0.17 0.10 0.16
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FIG. 5. (a) Net radiation balance and (b)–(e) global OHC for the four models of this study. The
historical ensembles (light blue, dark blue, yellow, and red) are compared with an ensemble of the
observational datasets available for each layer (black). Thick lines indicate the ensemble means.
Shading indicates 61 standard deviation of the individual model ensembles. For the Palmer et al.
(2021) observations ensemble, the total error is dotted and the data are available in the supplemen-
tary material. Ensemble member r17 from UKESM1.0 is in teal, and ensemble member r4 from
CNRM-CM6-1 is in brown. All OHC time series are normalized to the 2005–14 average. The TOA
time series are normalized to the 1850–1900 average. Note the different vertical scale in (e).
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in the U.K. models can be attributed to the strongly negative
aerosol ERF, while the rapid warming afterward is a result of
the strong positive greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing.

Complementing Fig. 6, relevant components of the aerosol
ERF for all four models in the year 2014 are given in Table 4.
Between the two CNRM models the aerosol ERF is quite
different: strong in CNRM-CM6-1 with 21.21 W m22 (as in
Fig. 6), while weaker (less negative) in CNRM-ESM2-1 with

20.82 W m22. As seen above, the aerosol ERF is very similar
between the two U.K. models. The explanation is that the
treatment of aerosols is very similar in UKESM1.0 and
GC3.1, using a dynamical aerosol model, while for the
CNRM models only CNRM-ESM2-1 has a dynamical aerosol
model, with the aerosol treatment being much simpler in
CNRM-CM6-1. We also see some variation in the GHG ERF
with both ESMs having a somewhat smaller greenhouse gas

FIG. 6. Time series of (a) the total ERF and its components: (b) GHGs, (c) natural forcings, and (d) aerosols for
two of the four models, plus UKESM1.0 in (d). (e) Time series of deep ocean temperature (in K) simulated by a sim-
ple two-layer EBM as described in Geoffroy et al. (2013). Temperatures are anomalies to the reference period aver-
age 1985–2014. Solid lines indicate the deep ocean temperature simulated by the EBM of each model forced by the
GC3.1-LL total ERF, while dashed lines stand for the same EBM forced by the CNRM-CM6-1 total ERF [the total
ERF curves are shown in (a)]. The shading indicates the focus periods of the analysis, 1971–91 (light gray) and
1991–2014 (darker gray).
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forcing than their physical climate model counterparts. In
CNRM-ESM2-1, both GHG and aerosol ERF are weaker
than in its physical core counterpart CNRM-CM6-1, but the
aerosols reduction ERF is larger than the GHG reduction,
leading to an overall increase in anthropogenic ERF from 1.5
to 1.59 W m22 in 2014. This increase in ERF in CNRM-
ESM2-1 probably explains the larger OHC change simulated
globally in this model compared to CNRM-CM6-1.

We note that in all four models, the impact of the major
twentieth-century volcano eruptions (Agung in 1963, El
Chichón in 1982, and Pinatubo in 1991) is clearly discernible
in the simulated TOA radiation imbalance (Figs. 5a, 6a). In
the ensemble of observations-based OHC time series for
0–700 m and the full global ocean (Figs. 5b,e) an impact of the
volcano eruptions might be discernible, although it cannot
easily be distinguished from interannual and decadal variabil-
ity. In the simulated 0–700 m OHC time series (Figs. 5b,e) the
ensemble means of the U.K. models display a strong re-
sponse. Especially for the Pinatubo eruption in 1991 the simu-
lated ocean heat loss is too large. This is mirrored in the TOA
net radiation time series (Fig. 5a) showing the larger negative
radiation balance in the U.K. models compared to the CNRM
models. For the year 1991 this difference exceeds 1 W m22.
Figure 6 suggests that the effect of eruptions on the U.K.
ERF forcing is larger than in the CNRM ERF and this has a
clear impact on the EBM deep ocean temperature, whichever
model is considered. Gregory et al. (2020) discuss the re-
sponse of AOGCMs to volcanic forcing in greater detail, sug-
gesting that, in comparison to observations, models tend to
overestimate the response in the first few years after an erup-
tion but underestimate it afterward.

We have shown above that the different ERFs partly ex-
plain the different OHU characteristics in the U.K. models
contrasted with the CNRM models, but these differences
might also be related to the transient climate response (TCR)
and the effective climate sensitivity (EffCS) of these models.
Table 5 gives an overview of these quantities across the four
models and compares it to the OHU between 1991 and 2014
in the historical simulations. For the actual values of TCR and

EffCS we referred to Andrews et al. (2019) for UKESM1.0
and GC3.1, and Séférian et al. (2019) and Voldoire et al.
(2019) for CNRM-ESM2 and for CNRM-CM6. Compared to
the CNRM models, the U.K. models have a larger 0–700 m
ocean heat uptake in 1991–2014, a larger EffCS and a larger
TCR. This means that even if forced with the same ERF, the
U.K. models would warm more quickly than the CNRMmod-
els. This probably reinforces the difference between the two
model families (Table 4). We note that Kuhlbrodt and Gregory
(2012) found an average TCR of 1.83 for the CMIP5 models,
while for the CMIP6 models the average is 2.0 (Meehl et al.
2020). The U.K. models discussed here have got a larger TCR
than these averages.

4. Regional ocean heat content change

An analysis of the OHC change in the 0–700 and 700–2000 m
layers by ocean basin and time period is shown in Fig. 7.
We chose periods before and after the Pinatubo eruption
because of the substantial change in OHU rate in the U.K.
models. OHC change over these periods was calculated as
the difference in OHC between the last and the first annual
mean of the period. For the models, we calculated this dif-
ference for each ensemble member individually and then
plotted the mean value, using one standard deviation as
the structural error estimate (i.e., a measure of ensemble
spread).

The model ensembles are compared with an observational
ensemble of two datasets, NCEI and CHG (cf. Table 2). Not
all OHC observational datasets are available for individual
basins, and below 2000 m no basinwise estimates of OHC
change exist. As an estimate of the standard error of the indi-
vidual datasets, we used the “se” variable of the annual means
in the case of NCEI and the provided error variable of CHG.
The CHG data came in monthly means. For the error of the
annual means, we assumed perfectly correlated error across
the monthly means and used the annual average. When taking
the difference of two annual means for the bar height we used

TABLE 4. ERF in 2014 for the four models. Values for anthropogenic (ANT), well-mixed greenhouse gas (WMGHG), and aerosol
(AER) forcing are from Andrews et al. (2019) for UKESM1.0 and GC3.1 and from Séférian et al. (2019) and Voldoire et al. (2019)
for CNRM-ESM2 and for CNRM-CM6.

Model UKESM1.0 HadGEM3-GC3.1 CNRM-ESM2-1 CNRM-CM6-1

FANT (W m22) 1.61 1.81 1.59 1.50
FWMGHG (W m22) 2.89 3.09 2.41 2.64
FAER (W m22) 21.13 21.10 20.82 21.21

TABLE 5. TCR, EffCS, and OHU between 1991 and 2014 of the four models covered in this study. EffCS was calculated using all
150 years of an abrupt 4 3 CO2 experiment using the regression method (Gregory et al. 2004).

Model UKESM1.0 HadGEM3-GC3.1 CNRM-ESM2-1 CNRM-CM6-1 Observational ensemble mean

TCR (K) 2.76 2.48 1.92 2.0 }

EffCS (K) 5.36 5.54 4.84 4.95 }

OHU 0–700 (ZJ) 172 171 119 125 128
OHU 700–2000 (ZJ) 7 15 36 26 77
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the larger of the two individual standard errors as the stan-
dard error of this bar.

For the standard error sstd of the observational ensemble
we used again the larger of the two individual standard errors.
An estimate of the structural error sstruct of the ensemble
is obtained from the standard deviation of the ensemble.
Last, the total error stot is calculated as stot 5

�����������������
s2

std 1 s2
struct

√
.

Figure 7 shows the structural errors in gray (all ensembles)
and the total error in red (for the observations).

In the global total of the 0–700 m layer the CNRM models
(yellow, red) are within the observational error (black, with
red line) for both the pre-1991 and the post-1991 periods.
The U.K. models though (light and dark blue) are strongly
underestimating the pre-1991 OHC change, and markedly
overestimating the post-1991 OHC change. It is clear that
the underestimate of pre-1991 OHC change in the U.K.
models happens in all six basins (Fig. 7, top left) while the
overestimate post-1991 mainly appears to stem from the
two Atlantic basins (NA, SA), with smaller contributions
from the Pacific basins (NP, SP).

The CNRM models appear to overestimate OHU in the
two Pacific basins before 1991 in the 0–700 m layer while
OHU in the North Atlantic tends to be too small. After 1991,

this slight overestimation in the Pacific is compensated in the
south Indian Ocean. Note that we leave the north Indian Basin
out of the discussion here because of the very small contribution
to global OHU.

In the 700–2000 m layer the observations suggest some
OHU both before and after 1991 (cf. Fig. 5c), although this is
statistically significant only in the period after 1991 (Fig. 7,
lower row). Before 1991, the U.K. models simulate heat loss,
occurring mostly in the Pacific and the south Indian. CNRM-
ESM2-1 simulates heat gain in the Southern Hemisphere
basins, and CNRM-CM6-1 is not distinguishable from zero.
Given the large observational uncertainty however, none of
the four models can be labeled as unrealistic. After 1991 there
is a clear signal of OHU in the observations, for which the
strongest contributions come from the two Atlantic basins
(NA, SA). The CNRM models capture about half of the ob-
served total, distributed across all basins, but particularly
underestimating the Atlantic basins. The U.K. models capture
only very little of the observed OHU in this layer and period;
they stand out for continued heat loss in the Pacific and south
Indian Basins. Nevertheless, they simulate the dominating
role of the Atlantic basins for global OHU in the 700–2000 m
layer in the period after 1991.

FIG. 7. OHU (left) from 1971 to 1991 and (right) from 1991 to 2014 in the (top) 0–700 and (bottom) 700–2000 m
layers by NCEI ocean basin (with WO for global ocean). We use an ensemble of two observational datasets (black):
the pentadal NCEI dataset and the CHG dataset. For the observations we plotted the structural error (gray) and the
total error (red). Note the different scales on the y axes in the top and bottom rows. The four models are UKESM1.0
in dark blue, GC3.1-LL in light blue, CNRM-CM6-1 in yellow, and CNRM-ESM2-1 in red. The column represents
the ensemble mean and the gray bar represents one standard deviation of the ensemble. For WO, the columns repre-
sent the entire global ocean as simulated in models, including those marginal seas that are disregarded in the NCEI
basin definitions.
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In summary, on a regional level the CNRM models are
markedly different from UKESM1.0. In the period 1971–91 in
0–700 m and in 1991–2014 in the 700–2000 m layer the CNRM
models tend to show too much warming in the Pacific basins,
and too little warming in the Atlantic basins. The U.K. mod-
els, meanwhile, have too-small OHU in the Pacific and the
south Indian (except in the 0–700 m layer after 1991), but
they capture to some degree the dominant role of the two At-
lantic basins for global OHU after 1991.

These differences between the CNRM models and the
U.K. models could point to a different role for the Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation (AMOC). In the ensemble
mean and during the historical simulations, the AMOC in the
CNRM models does not increase significantly (Voldoire et al.
2019), while in the historical simulations of the U.K. models it
increases by up to 3 Sv (1 Sv ≡ 106 m3 s21) around the year
2000 (Andrews et al. 2020; Yool et al. 2020). At the same
time, the AMOC in the piControl is stronger in the CNRM
models (between 16 and 20 Sv) than in the U.K. models
(around 15 Sv). We will revisit this question in section 6.

5. Depth–time structure of ocean temperature trends

The previous sections have shown that the time evolution
of OHU significantly differs across layers and basins. We ex-
plore the structure of the OHU in depth and time in more de-
tail by calculating the trend of temperature change in each
basin and on each level separately.

Observational estimates of these trends are obtained from
three datasets}World Ocean Atlas 2018 (WOA18), ISH
(Ishii et al. 2017), and CHG}as the difference between two
decadal means (1995–2004 and 1965–74). The scarcity of
ocean temperature observations below 2000 m and before the
Argo period does not allow for a higher time resolution mea-
sure like statistical trend estimates from time series of annual
means. For the same reason we did not calculate error esti-
mates: these are only available at locations and times where
in situ measurements were taken. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to extend such error estimates to basinwide aver-
ages. Instead, the spread of the three different datasets pro-
vides a rough estimate of the structural error. The most
recent “decadal” mean available from WOA18 covers the
13 years from 2005 to 2017 inclusive. Because the CMIP6
historical model simulations finish with the year 2014 we
could not use this last WOA18 decade for comparison.

Figure 8 shows the temperature change over the last 30 years
of the twentieth century in six ocean basins and the global
ocean (“WO”) at every depth level for the four models and the
three observations-based datasets. The trend (8C decade21) was
calculated from the difference between two decadal averages,
1995–2004 minus 1965–74. As in the previous plots we have ap-
plied quadratic detrending of the individual simulations, here at
each level and each basin individually. The results are robust
against the detrending method (subtraction of a linear, qua-
dratic, or fourth-order trend; not shown).

For the global ocean we find that between the surface and
200 m the alignment between the ensemble-mean simulated
trends and those from observations looks satisfactory, confirming

the models’ ability to reproduce the observed trends at the sea
surface and in the mixed layer for the global mean. However,
between about 300 m and about 1300 m depth, the U.K. mod-
els cool down while the CNRM models, like the observations,
warm up. Note that this is a simulated middepth cooling in the
late twentieth century; the models’ drift has been removed by
the detrending and is much smaller in magnitude. Below about
1800 m we find the opposite effect: the model oceans warm up
while the observations suggest a slight cooling.

The temperature trends in the individual basins reveal
more details about the discrepancies between the simulations
and the observations. The NA basin features the strongest
discrepancies. Below 1500 m the simulated NA trends are
positive at all levels, albeit with a large variability within the
ensembles. The warming is particularly strong for the U.K.
models between 2000 and 3500 m, where the observations in-
dicate a negative temperature trend that is up to a factor of
3 smaller in magnitude than the positive trends in the U.K.
models. Water masses in the depth range 2000–3500 m
are dominated by the deep southward-flowing branch of the
AMOC. Hence the observations indicate a cooling of the
southward AMOC branch below 1500 m while it substantially
warms up in the models.

Above 1500 m in the NA basin, the picture is quite differ-
ent. Here the simulations, in the ensemble means, hardly
warm at all below 300 m, again with a large ensemble spread,
while the observations consistently show a warming trend that
is about 0.028C decade21. This means that in the simulations
the upper, northward-flowing branch of the AMOC is not
warming in most ensemble members. This could mean that
the additional heat in the simulations in the deeper layers of
the NA basin has not been advected by the AMOC from
other basins, but rather is the result of reduced surface heat
loss within the NA basin. (We remind the reader that this ba-
sin comprises the Atlantic north of the equator and the entire
Arctic Ocean.) The spread of the ensemble members is large
in the NA basin, especially between 700 and 4000 m, which in-
dicates significant internal decadal variability of North Atlan-
tic deep-water formation among the ensemble members.

The SA basin is characterized by a warming of the deep
ocean below 2000 m in the simulations, opposing the observed
small cooling. Again, the positive trend is larger in the U.K.
models than in the CNRM models. Between 300 and 1000 m,
most U.K. simulations, along with the ensemble mean, simu-
late a cooling where the observations suggest a trend close to
zero. This simulated subsurface cooling is in line with the
global average and the other basins (except for NA), while
the observations indicate a subsurface cooling in the SP only.
The variance of the UKESM1.0 ensemble is still large in the
deep SA, but smaller than in the NA, consistent with an as-
sumed source of the variance in the NA basin. (Note that the
ensemble size of GC3.1-LL is much smaller than UKESM1.0,
hence the variances of these two ensembles do not compare
well.) In the same depth range 300–1000 m, the CNRM mod-
els simulate a significant warming trend that indicates strong
OHU in the subsurface SA, which is not in line with two of
the three observational products. In the top 200 m of the SA,
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we find too-strong warming in all models, and more so for the
U.K. models.

Note that the CHG dataset (dotted) significantly deviates
from the other two observations-based datasets in the SA basin
(0–2000 m) and the SI basin (100–400 m). The CHG data relax
to the CMIP model mean in absence of observational coverage
(Cheng et al. 2019). Hence, the often sparse in situ data cover-
age in the Southern Ocean could explain this discrepancy.

The pattern of subsurface cooling in the U.K. models
and subsurface warming in the CNRM models is not only
found in the SA but also in the SP. Here the U.K. models
appear to be somewhat closer to an observed slight cool-
ing. Furthermore, a similar discrepancy between the two
model families is visible in the SI and NP basins, with the
CNRM models being closer to observations in these cases.
Overall, the CNRM models show a preference to store

FIG. 8. Late-twentieth-century decadal temper-
ature trend at individual layers, horizontally aver-
aged over the labeled domains. Trend estimate
between the decades 1965–74 and 1995–2004. Dark
blue: UKESM1.0 historical ensemble mean (solid)
and ensemble envelope (shading); likewise for the
other models: GC3.1-LL (light blue), CNRM-CM6-1
(yellow), and CNRM-ESM2-1 (red). Three dif-
ferent observational datasets are plotted in
black (solid, dashed, dotted). UKESM1.0 ensem-
ble member r17 is highlighted in teal, and
CNRM-CM6-1 ensemble member r4 in brown.
The datasets are each plotted on their native
depth levels. Note the different horizontal scale
in the two panels for each basin.
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heat in the subsurface layers, while the U.K. models store
heat below 2000 m.

A further outstanding feature in the UKESM1.0 simulations
is the large warming trend and the large variance in Antarctic
Bottom Water (AABW). This is particularly strong in the SP
(below 4000 m) where the observations suggest a zero trend,
as reproduced by the CNRM models, but the UKESM1.0 en-
semble mean has trends of up to 0.0158C decade21, with the
largest values in the deepest layers. We suggest that this strong
trend and the large variance stem from interdecadal or centen-
nial variability in AABW formation and the associated OHU.
We have not related our analysis of the pre-industrial cold bias
in the abyssal SP, followed by a historical warming trend, to the
results of Bourgeois et al. (2022) who link present-day weak
stratification with larger OHU in twenty-first-century simula-
tions. The large heat uptake in the abyss is unrealistic as can be
seen from the comparison with observations here in Fig. 8, and
indeed as well in Fig. 5d.

Regarding abyssal warming we find a similar picture in the SI
basin, with cooling below 3000 m suggested by observations
while the simulations show a clear warming signal, and a sub-
stantial variance across the ensemble. In the NI basin the warm-
ing signal is less strong, but there are still signs of a large
variance across the temperature trends in the simulated AABW,
below about 4000 m. The fact that the AABW variance is largest
in the SP basins suggests that the source of the variance}deep-
water formation processes}is in this basin. The CNRM models
do not show signs of strong trends or large variance in the abyss.

The r17 simulation of the UKESM1.0 ensemble (marked in
teal in Fig. 8), with its nearly realistic global OHU in the layers
0–700 m, 2000 m–bottom, and 0 m–bottom (Fig. 4), shows a
particularly large warming trend in the top 200 m of the North
and South Pacific basins that is too strong compared to the ob-
servations. At the same time, the deep warming trends below
1500 m in the NA, SI and SP basins stand out for being clearly
smaller than most ensemble members. In other words, in this
simulation there is unusually (for this model) strong heat up-
take in the top 200 or 300 m, and particularly weak OHU at
depths below 2000 m (NA, SI) and in the abyss (SP). Hence,
in line with what we said above about the unrealistic down-
ward heat transports in UKESM1.0, this one ensemble mem-
ber is more realistic because of the much-reduced vertical heat
transport during the period analyzed here (1965–2004 overall).
The actual vertical temperature profile of r17 in 1965–74 (not
shown) indicates colder than (ensemble) average waters in the
upper NA and SP, and hence globally, but warmer conditions
in the abyssal SP. It appears that subsequentially the cold sur-
face layers readily take up heat, while the relatively warm
abyssal waters do not take up more heat.

The r4 simulation of the CNRM-CM6-1 ensemble (marked
brown in Fig. 8) is an outlier in displaying particularly small
OHU throughout the twentieth century in the 0–700 m layer
and the entire World Ocean (Figs. 5b,e) as well as a marked
heat loss in the 700–2000 m layer (Fig. 5c). In line with this be-
havior, we see in Fig. 9 that r4 has a very small warming trend
in the upper NA and the upper NP, leading to small surface
warming globally too. In the intermediate depths (500–1500 m)
there is cooling in the NA, SA, and NI basins, again visible

globally too. Contrastingly, in the deep NA (2000–4000 m)
there is a very strong warming signal. Given the marked inter-
nal decadal AMOC variability in the CNRM models, the (un-
realistic) downward redistribution of warming in r4 might well
be caused by a particularly strong phase of the AMOC in the
NA basins (not shown).

In summary, in Fig. 8 we see evidence for the CNRM mod-
els preferentially warming up (storing heat) at intermediate
depths (300–1000 m) in the South Atlantic and South Pacific
basins and below 2000 m in both Atlantic basins. In all cases,
the observations do not suggest a warming trend in these
layers and regions. The U.K. models, by contrast, store most
of the heat in the North Atlantic below 2000 m, and to a lesser
extent in the South Atlantic at the same depth range. In addi-
tion, UKESM1.0 warms up in the abyssal South Pacific. There
could be various reasons for these differences between the
CNRM models and the U.K. models. Even though the ocean
components of the models are nearly the same, differences in
mixing parameterizations (Table 1) might contribute to differ-
ent preferences for storing heat. Different forcing from the at-
mosphere models (for instance, wind stress over the Southern
Ocean or buoyancy fluxes over the North Atlantic) will lead
to different circulation states in the models, as illustrated by
their different drift behavior in the control runs (Fig. 4). In-
deed, the zonal mean temperature trends in the control runs
(Fig. 2) already indicate a preference for the U.K. models to
warm up in the Northern Hemisphere, especially north of
408N, while the CNRM models show a warming trend in the
300–1000 m subtropical regions along with the high southern
latitudes. Finally, differences in radiative forcing (Fig. 6)
might well lead to different responses of the ocean circulation.
For instance, it is likely that the AMOC increase during the
twentieth century in the U.K. models (Yool et al. 2021) is a
result of Northern Hemisphere cooling from the strong aero-
sol forcing (Menary et al. 2020).

We find that, for the global ocean, the depth structure ana-
lyzed here for four models, is quite similar to the percentile-
based analysis of the depth structure of the historical warming
structure (Sohail et al. 2021, their Fig. 3) in the CMIP6 mean.
Intriguingly their percentile-based analysis shows a warming
trend in the coldest 5% that is not reflected in the depth-
based analysis (their Figs. 3e,f). It is tempting to speculate
that the abyssal warming we found for UKESM in the South
Pacific basin, but not in the global average, is the reason for
the coldest 5% warming up in the global average.

Finally, in discussing the vertical profiles of temperature
trends we have focused on the three decades from the period
of 1965–74 to the period of 1995–2004 to capture the general
model behavior in the late twentieth century, during both the
lower warming rates before 1990 and the faster warming
more recently. An analysis of a different time period would
obviously highlight different features, for instance, the near-
zero OHU in the U.K. models in the 1970s and 1980s.

6. Processes of internal variability

In both CNRM-CM1 and UKESM1.0, there is a rather
large spread in global OHU between members. We have even
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highlighted that in each model, there are outlier members: in
UKESM1.0, one member stands out as more realistic while in
CNRM-CM6-1, one member appears as particularly unrealis-
tic relative to the observed trends. To further explore the
causes for the differences between members in UKESM1.0
and in CNRM-CM6-1, we analyze in Fig. 9 correlations across
the ensemble members between regional OHU spread (0 m–bot-
tom) and 1) global OHU spread (0 m–bottom) and 2) regional
net surface heat fluxes spread. This analysis is only done on
those two models for which we have a large ensemble size
which ensures robustness in the correlation analysis. The ob-
jective is to show that processes of internal variability depend
on the time period particularly for UKESM1.0, and that the

North Atlantic plays a role in the UKESM1.0 internal variabil-
ity but not in the CNRM-CM6-1 OHC variability.

We first calculated the correlation coefficient across the
UKESM1.0 historical ensemble members and the CNRM-
CM6-1 ensemble of global OHU against basinwise ocean heat
uptake, over the fixed time periods 1971–91 and 1991–2014.
We consider a correlation coefficient significant when the
p value , 0.05 (Fig. 9a). In the following discussion, we have
not considered correlations involving the NI basins because
the absolute values (in ZJ) are much smaller than in all other
basins (cf. Fig. 7).

For UKESM1.0, over the first period, the global OHU
spread is mainly correlated with the South Pacific OHU. The

FIG. 9. Ensemble spread correlation between (a) regional OHU (0 m–bottom) and (b) global
OHU (0 m–bottom) regionally integrated surface net heat flux (positive when the net flux
is downward). Blue bars are for UKESM1.0 and yellow bars are for CNRM-CM6-1; the light
colors are for the period 1971–91, and darker colors are for 1991–2014. The hatching indicates
significant correlation coefficients (p, 0.05).
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most striking feature is that during the second period the cor-
relation with South Pacific is weaker and nonsignificant,
whereas it becomes highly correlated with both South and
North Atlantic OHU spread. As for the model mean, this re-
flects a regime shift in 1991: heat storage in the North and
South Atlantic is relevant for global OHU only after 1991,
when the AMOC is stronger by about 3 Sv (Yool et al. 2020).
For CNRM-CM6-1, there is a significant correlation with the
Indian Basin spread over both periods. There is also a strong
positive correlation between the global OHU spread and the
South Atlantic OHU spread, although significant only after
1991. As for the mean behavior, there is no major regime
shift in 1991, no significant role for the North Atlantic and
no significant change in the AMOC (Voldoire et al. 2019).
This shows that CNRM-CM6-1 internal OHU variability is
mainly driven by OHU variability in the Southern Ocean
regions. A deeper analysis has revealed that it is mainly re-
lated to tropical OHU rather than to high-latitude OHU
(not shown).

We have refrained from performing a heat budget analysis
given that the net ocean heat budget is the result of a subtle
equilibrium between very large quantities and that the result-
ing budget uncertainty is of the same order of magnitude as
the ocean heat budget in itself. In addition, like in most
CMIP6 models the energy budgets of the four models ana-
lyzed here are not fully closed (Irving et al. 2021). However,
we have correlated the regional integrated net surface heat
flux term with the regional OHU among members to highlight
the regions where the spread in OHU is consistent with the
surface heat flux spread (Fig. 9b). Here the integrated net sur-
face heat flux term, converted into ZJ, has been detrended us-
ing the same method as for OHU to ensure consistency. A
positive correlation means that members with high OHU are
also members that get more heat locally at the surface. Thus,
the local heat uptake spread could be explained by the local
surface heat flux budget. Conversely, a negative correlation
means that the OHU spread is probably due to differences in
ocean heat transport among members. There are only a few re-
gional correlations in Fig. 9b that are significant. A striking feature
is the negative correlation in the South Atlantic for CNRM-
CM6-1 after 1991. As the local OHU is well correlated with
global OHU, this means that members with the highest OHU are
also members with the lowest net surface heat flux in the South
Atlantic. In other words, the heat must get transported there
from elsewhere. Since the Indian Ocean OHU is positively corre-
lated with the global OHU, we conclude that part of the heat
taken up in the Indian Ocean is stored in the South Atlantic.

In UKESM1.0 we find a strong correlation between local
OHU in the Atlantic and global OHU, after 1991 (Fig. 9a).
This shows us that most of the global OHU after 1991 in
UKESM1.0 is stored in the Atlantic basins. At the same time,
there is no significant correlation between any regional OHU
and regional surface heat flux (Fig. 9b). In other words, there
is no preferred ocean basin across the ensemble where the
heat enters the ocean. Hence, some of the heat stored in the
Atlantic basin must get advected from elsewhere, in contrast
to our conjecture about the absence of a warming trend in the
upper North Atlantic (previous section, Fig. 8). A more

detailed analysis of the AMOC response and its correlation
with the transport and uptake of heat is warranted here. In
the period before 1991, we see some positive correlations in
the Pacific basin (as said above). Since this is a period of near-
zero global OHU (Fig. 5e), we could attribute these correla-
tions to large-scale climate variability in the Pacific region.

In summary, as for the mean behavior, the processes of inter-
nal variability differ between the two models. In the
UKESM1.0 ensemble, the dominating region for OHU is the
Pacific in 1971–91. This switches to both Atlantic basins in
1991–2014, very likely driven by a stronger AMOC. In the
CNRM-CM6-1 ensemble, the south Indian Ocean dominates
global OHU, and the heat storage extends into the South At-
lantic after 1991. There is no significant role for the North
Atlantic.

7. Conclusions

Global ocean heat uptake (OHU) is an essential metric of
Earth’s energy imbalance. Basinwise OHU is characterized
by the dominant features of global circulation patterns.
Both global and basinwise OHU have been reasonably well
observed in the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first centu-
ries. In this study we use these observations for a detailed
assessment of the simulated historical global and regional
OHU in four CMIP6 models, two from the U.K. and two
from CNRM. All four models share the same ocean compo-
nent, yet temporal and spatial features are markedly differ-
ent across the models.

In simulating the historical global OHU from 1960 to 2014,
the CNRM models tend to track the observational record
more closely than the U.K. models. In the 0–700 m layer both
in 1971–91 and in 1991–2014 the CNRMmodels are very close
to the observations-based data, while the U.K. models simu-
late nearly zero OHU before 1991 and too strong OHU after
1991. In the 700–2000 m layer the observations show a clear
warming trend that none of the models capture adequately.
Below 2000 m, the CNRM models capture the warming trend
while the U.K. models overestimate it.

Because the differences in performance between the CNRM
and the U.K. models in the 0–700 m layer are strongly time
dependent (i.e., before and after 1991) we show that the
time-dependent historical radiative forcing plays a dominant
role. Specifically, compared to the U.K. models, CNRM-
CM6-1 has got a weaker (less negative) aerosol forcing
before 1980, and a weaker (less positive) greenhouse gas
forcing and transient climate response, which matters most
after 1991 when the CO2 concentration increase accelerates.
In a simple EBM experiment we show that these properties
have a strong imprint on global OHU time series irrespective
of whether the EBM is calibrated to HadGEM3-GC3.1-LL
or CNRM-CM6-1. We see this as an indication that the aero-
sol forcing in 1971–91 is too strong (too negative) in the U.K.
models.

The full-depth global OHU after 1991 is only slightly over-
estimated by the U.K. models. In a detailed analysis of the
depth structure of the warming we find a compensation be-
tween simulated cooling in the depth range 300–1300 m by
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warming both above 300 m and, most strongly for
UKESM1.0, below 2000 m. This is equivalent to a downward
heat transport throughout the water column which we show
to be unrealistic. CNRM-ESM2-1 global full-depth OHU is
with the observational uncertainty almost at all times. In the
1990s, both CNRM models appear to slightly underestimate
the rate of global full-depth OHU.

The analysis of OHU in the individual regional basins re-
veals that, during the period 1971–91, when in UKESM1.0
the aerosol radiative forcing leads to a near-zero change in
global OHC, the variability of global OHU is dominated
by the abyssal South Pacific. In the period 1991–2014,
where the GHG radiative forcing leads to a rapid warming,
it is the two Atlantic basins that dominate the global OHC
increase; in the North Atlantic this happens through strong
heat accumulation below 2000 m. However, the amount of
both the South Pacific and Atlantic heat storage are not in
accordance with observations. Conversely, the U.K. mod-
els show cooling trends between 200 and 1000 m depth in
several basins that are not supported by observations
either.

The OHU mechanisms are different in the CNRM ensem-
bles, with only a minor behavior change before and after
1991. In both periods, the global OHU is governed by OHU
between 200 and 1000 m in the Southern Ocean, with the
South Atlantic gaining relevance after 1991. There is also a
warming trend in the deep Atlantic below 2000 m. This is
smaller than in the U.K. models, but still not in agreement
with observations. In the 700–2000 m layer after 1991 there
is a clear warming signal in observations, mostly in the At-
lantic basins. The CNRM models simulate that for the layer
as a whole, while the U.K. models pick up the regional focus
on the Atlantic.

In this paper we have focused on the analysis of late twentieth-
and twenty-first-century OHU globally, for individual basins
and in detailed resolution of the depth structure. Apart
from showing the clear role of the effective radiative forcing
for the time-dependent OHU, we have not gone into an in-
depth analysis of the reasons for the striking differences be-
tween the models. Further work will explore the role of the
ocean circulation and the stratification in these differences
in more detail, taking into account the different atmospheric
forcing, different spinup histories, and large-scale centennial
modes of internal variability.
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APPENDIX

Detrending

To assess the influence of detrending and the degree of
the polynomial used for it, we have calculated the ocean
heat uptake data in Fig. 7 (top-right panel), with linear,
quadratic, and fourth-order detrending, and with no de-
trending at all, in Tables A1–A4. No detrending means
that the historical simulations were used directly, without
reference to the piControl.

In the U.K. models, for the ensemble-mean global OHU,
the differences from the degree of the polynomial used in de-
trending are smaller than 3%, and in any case much smaller
than the ensemble-mean standard deviation. If no detrending
is used, the difference is still smaller than 3% for UKESM1.0,
yet can be up to 6% in GC3.1-LL, directly reflecting the
much larger drift in this model. For individual basins, the dif-
ferences from the degree of the polynomial used in detrending
can be up to 9% and more, for example, for the North and
South Atlantic (NA, SA) basins in Table A2. We note here
that for a very small number of individual UKESM1.0 simula-
tions the output of one year of the simulation was unavailable
on disk at the time of conducting this analysis. In these cases,
we linearly interpolated in time the missing value.

For the CNRM models the impact of detrending is larger
because of the strong centennial internal variability in the
piControl simulations (see Fig. 4). For the global ensemble-
mean OHU, the method of detrending can lead to varia-
tions of up to 9% (Table A3), and this variation can be
much bigger in individual basins (e.g., NA and SP).

We have detrended each of the seven regions individually,
that is, with reference to the trends in the individual basins.
This gives more consistent results compared to using the
global piControl trend for detrending basins. In the latter
case, inconsistencies in the results arise because the global
trend can have the opposite sign to the basinwide trend.

In conclusion, whether detrending should be applied or not,
and if yes, what type of polynomial should be used, depends
on the characteristics of the trend and the internal variability
in the control simulation. Here we have chosen to use qua-
dratic detrending, thus subtracting a large part of the internal
centennial variability from the analyzed time series. For other
studies, a different choice might be more appropriate [e.g.,
Sohail et al. (2021) and Irving et al. (2021) use cubic].
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TABLE A1. UKESM1.0 historical ensemble-mean OHU by basin in the 0–700 m layer, and one standard deviation of the ensemble.

OHU by basin, UKESM1.0,
0–2000 m, 1991–2014

No
detrending Linear Quadratic

Fourth-order
polynomial

NA 41 6 12 41 6 11 41 6 10 41 6 10
NI 2 6 2 3 6 2 3 6 2 3 6 2
NP 30 6 9 31 6 9 31 6 10 31 6 10
SA 31 6 7 31 6 7 33 6 9 33 6 9
SI 31 6 9 32 6 9 32 6 9 32 6 9
SP 27 6 15 28 6 15 28 6 15 28 6 15
Global 168 6 30 170 6 30 172 6 34 171 6 35

TABLE A2. GC3.1-LL historical ensemble-mean OHU by basin in the 0–700 m layer, and one standard deviation of the ensemble.

OHU by basin, GC3.1-LL,
0–2000 m, 1991–2014 No detrending Linear Quadratic

Fourth-order
polynomial

NA 45 6 7 44 6 7 42 6 8 42 6 8
NI 4 6 1 3 6 2 3 6 2 3 6 2
NP 30 6 7 29 6 7 31 6 7 30 6 7
SA 37 6 14 36 6 15 34 6 17 34 6 17
SI 31 6 5 30 6 5 30 6 6 30 6 6
SP 27 6 3 25 6 3 25 6 5 24 6 4
Global 179 6 22 171 6 22 171 6 28 169 6 29

TABLE A3. CNRM-CM6-1 historical ensemble-mean OHU by basin in the 0–700 m layer, and one standard deviation of the
ensemble.

OHU by basin, CNRM-CM6-1,
0–700 m, 1991–2014 No detrending Linear Quadratic

Fourth-order
polynomial

NA 26 6 7 22 6 6 23 6 8 24 6 7
NI 21 6 3 0 6 3 1 6 3 21 6 2
NP 24 6 15 29 6 15 29 6 11 25 6 14
SA 21 6 11 22 6 10 25 6 11 21 6 12
SI 19 6 16 18 6 12 19 6 9 20 6 17
SP 24 6 19 29 6 17 24 6 15 24 6 19
Global 115 6 22 122 6 22 125 6 25 116 6 24

TABLE A4. CNRM-ESM2-1 historical ensemble-mean OHU by basin in the 0–700 m layer, and one standard deviation of the ensemble.

OHU by basin, CNRM-ESM2-1,
0–700 m, 1991–2014

No
detrending Linear Quadratic

Fourth-order
polynomial

NA 26 6 7 22 6 6 21 6 5 24 6 7
NI 21 6 3 0 6 3 0 6 3 21 6 2
NP 24 6 15 29 6 15 27 6 19 25 6 14
SA 21 6 11 22 6 10 23 6 15 21 6 12
SI 19 6 16 18 6 12 17 6 13 20 6 17
SP 24 6 19 29 6 17 30 6 20 24 6 19
Global 115 6 22 122 6 22 119 6 28 116 6 24
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